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SYNOPSIS

45 year old priest Helen (Sofie Gråbøl) is approached by scientist Lisbeth (Signe Egholm Olsen)
with a desperate plea for help. A young man, who
has been sent to a high security psychiatric ward
after having killed an old couple, has attempted suicide while rambling about his childhood,
his grand father and about God. Having been
part of an experiment attempting to humanize
inmates by assigning them pets, the young man
has suddenly killed his darling red cat and thereafter tried to take his own life. Fearing that the
young man will attempt suicide again scientist and
priest must now confront their mutual animosities while trying to grasp the truth. In a race
against time the two women begin a shocking
journey deeper and deeper into the sick mind of
the young man’s wounded soul. What they are
about to realize will change them both forever.
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Director’s notes

There are stories that find you at the strangest of
times. Stories that you are simply unable to shake off
and that you keep returning to. Stories of such violent
attraction that they linger in your mind perpetually.
The tale of this young murderer is one such story.

to ramble about God, reincarnation and redemption.
Lisbeth, the psychologist, sees no other option than
to summon the local priest, Helen. Maybe she will be
able to get through to the boy and understand what is
really going on.

Since I first became acquainted with P.O. Enquist’s
story, it has resided in me and it seemed perfectly
natural to try and persuade him into letting me adapt
it for the screen. Much to my luck, producer Lars Bredo
Rahbek shares my strong feeling for the stage play:
The story would let neither of us go. P.O. Enquist was
pleased with our request and turned out to feel comfortable trusting me with the job of adapting the film
as a Danish/Swedish co-production.

During Helen’s conversations with the young murderer, tensions grow. Helen is torn between her fear of
the young man’s madness and her fascination of that
which is unknown and dangerous. A frustration with
the inexplicable and untamable spreads and both the
scientist and the priest have to face their doubts.

In my adaptation, P.O. Enquist’s story has become that
of a 23-year-old, boyish looking Danish man who,
quite without reason, has murdered an elderly couple in a house far north in Sweden. Now he has been
placed in an asylum somewhere in Denmark. When
we first encounter him, he has been enrolled into a
psychological experiment to see how psychopathic
madmen respond to being given a pet to care for. The
experiment, however, goes completely awry. The situation seems worsened as the young murderer starts

In this pressure cooker of frustration, pent-up emotion and quivering subtext, both women face the abyss.
After this experiment, nothing will remain the same.
The Hour of the Lynx feeds off of its ambience. Its
moods underpin the poetry, mystery, incomprehensibility, ugliness, madness and beauty – that which I,
combined, would describe as the poetics of cruelty.
Because this is what life is: beautiful, cruel and poetically painful.
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Søren Kragh-Jacobsen
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cast

Sofie Gråbøl – Helen
(b. 1968)

Sofie Gråbøl is enjoying great international momentum on the back of the hit series The Killing. She was
the first to win the Robert Award for Best Actress in
a Leading Role with a TV series. She is regarded as
one of Denmark’s finest actresses and has been successful in TV and film both domestically and abroad.
In 1986, Sofie featured in Henning Carlsen’s Oviri, but
her breakthrough role came in Street of My Childhood the same year. She received both the Bodil and
Robert Award for Best Female Support for her role
in Oviri and stepped up to take home both awards
for Best Female Lead in 1994 for her performance in
Black Harvest. In 2000, she won another Robert for
Best Female Support for Only the Lonely and in 2005
and 2006 she took home Best Female Lead again for
Paprika Steen’s Aftermath and Accused.
Alongside her many roles on screen, including Søren
Kragh-Jacobsen’s Mifune (1999), Sofie Gråbøl has had
an impressive career in theatre garnering countless
awards and recognitions in the process.
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cast

Signe Egholm Olsen – Lisbeth
(b. 1980)

Signe Egholm Olsen graduated from The Danish
National School of Performing Arts in 2003 and has
since enjoyed an impressive career.
Her feature film debut came as Maria in Ole Christian Madsen’s Angels in Fast Motion which saw her
nominated for a Bodil Award. Since then, she has
featured in The Big Day, Brotherhood, Sean Pen’s Into
The Wild and Truth About Men as well as prominent
TV series’ Anna Pihl, Pagten and Borgen.
In 2009, she received the Ove Sprogøe Award and
the following year a Reumert for Best Female Lead
for her appearance in Bygmester Solness.
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cast

Søren Malling – Knud
(b. 1964)

Søren Malling grew up in Kjellerup, Denmark
and graduated as an actor in 1992 from Odense
Theatre, where he remained for two years.
Since then, he appeared in a great number of
feature films including Mifune, Polle Fiction, Pure
Hearts, Fear Me Not, What Goes Around and The
Christmas Party. Also, he enjoyed tremendous
success as Vice Deputy Jan Meyer in The Killing
and as Torben Friis in Borgen. In 2012, he starred
in Tobias Lindholm’s award winner A Hijacking –
a role that gave him the Robert Award and Bodil
nomination for Best Male Lead. His first Bodil
nomination came in 2008 with The Early Years:
Erik Nietzsche.
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cast

Frederik Johansen – The Boy

(b. 1992)

Frederik Johansen may be only 20 years old, but his
experience in feature films is extensive.
Aged 11, he won the leading role in Someone Like
Hodder, coming out strong through 45 days of continuous filming where he featured in virtually every
scene. Since then, Frederik has had roles in The Lost
Treasure of the Knights Templar II, Hold Me Tight,
A Royal Affair and You & Me Forever.
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CAST

BÖRJE AHLSTEDT – The Grandfather
(b. 1939)

Börje Ahlsted is by far the doyen of the cast. Born
in 1939 in Stockholm, Sweden, he has previously
been directed by Søren Kragh-Jacobsen in Emma’s
Shadow from 1988 – a role which saw Börje win
the Robert Award for Best Male Lead.
Börje graduated as an actor from Dramaten in
1965 and – along with Lena Nyman – caused a
stir in Vilgot Sjöman’s controversial I Am Curious
(Yellow) and I Am Curious (Blue) from 1967 and
1968. Ahlstedt has taken on a great number of
leading roles in theatre, film and television and
remains one of Sweden’s most influential actors.
He is particularly known for his role as Uncle Carl
in Ingmar Bergman’s Fanny & Alexander, Henrik
in Bergman’s Saraband and as bandit lord Mattis
in Tage Danielsson’s Ronja: The Robber’s Daughter
from 1984.
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crew
Søren Kragh-Jacobsen –
Director & Writer
(b. 1947)

Søren Kragh-Jacobsen graduated from the FAMU
School of Film in Prague and also made his debut
in 1978 with the youth film Wanna See My Beautiful
Navel? which quickly earned cult status.
In 1981 he directed Rubber Tarzan followed by
Isfugle (1983), Emma’s Shadow (1988), The Boys from
St. Petri (1992) and the English language feature
The Island on Bird Street (1997) which was selected
for the Berlin Film Festival’s competition programme where it won him a SilverBear for the score. His
Dogme film Mifune (1999) gave Kragh-Jacobsen his
international breakthrough, receiving both the
Audience Award and Silver Bear in Berlin.
Søren Kragh-Jacobsen directed the English language
Skagerrak in 2003 and in 2008 the thriller What
No One Knows. Many of Søren Kragh-Jacobsen’s
films feature prominently in Denmarks artistic
legacy – his Rubber Tarzan officially inducted into
The Canon of Danish Art and Culture – and he has
won numerous awards both domestically and internationally.
Alongside cinema, Søren Kragh-Jacobsen has
enjoyed a successful career in music. In 1976, he
published the album Hinkeruder på Motorvejen
(Hopscotch on the Highway), which included several hits that are considered Danish classics to this
day. He was behind the soundtrack of Wanna See
My Beautiful Navel? and in 2001 published another
hit album, Isalena. In the first half of 2012, Søren
Kragh-Jacobsen and his band Oktober toured
Denmark and gave 15 concerts.
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crew
Jonas T. Bengtsson –
Scriptwriter

Lars Bredo Rahbek –
Producer

(b. 1976)
Jonas T. Bengtsson debuted as a writer in 2005 with
the novel Letters from Amina, for which he received
the Debut Award at BogForum. In 2005 the novel
was followed up with Submarino which was adapted
for the screen by Thomas Vinterberg in 2010. The
adaptation won a number of awards, including the
Nordic Council Film Award. Submarino also saw
the first professional encounter between Jonas T.
Bengtsson and Tobias Lindholm as the latter wrote
the screenplay with Thomas Vinterberg. Jonas T.
Bengtsson published the novel A Fairy Tale in 2011.

(b. 1961)
Lars Bredo Rahbek has been Søren Kragh-Jacobsen’s chosen collaborator for a decade. Lars has developed and produced for Nimbus Film since 1997.
Virtually all of Lars’ films have garnered recognition
both domestically and abroad and his résumé
includes strong showings such as Flame & Citron,
Superclasico, A Soap, Above The Street Below The
Water, Skagerrak and It’s All About Love. Lars has
upcoming films with Ole Christian Madsen, Søren
Kragh-Jacobsen, Dagur Kari and debutant Samanou
Achehe Sahlstrøm.

Tobias Lindholm –
Scriptwriter

Nimbus Film –
Production company

Established in 1993 by Birgitte Hald and Bo Ehrhardt,
Nimbus Film have produced more than 40 feature
films. With works like The Celebration (Thomas
Vinterberg) and Mifune (Søren Kragh-Jacobsen),
Nimbus Film are at the forefront of the ‘new wave’
movement that has seen Danish cinema rise to
world prominence.
Nimbus Film have continued to impress critics and
audiences alike with features like Superclásico and
Flame & Citron by Ole Christian Madsen, Submarino
and It’s All About Love by Thomas Vinterberg,
Skagerrak and What No One Knows by Søren
Kragh-Jacobsen, What Goes Around by Anders
Matthesen, King’s Game by Nikolaj Arcel, Valhalla
Rising by Nicolas Winding Refn and A Soap by Pernille
Fischer Christensen.
Lately, Nimbus Film have entered the world of television and produced the Danish-Swedish hit series
The Bridge with Swedish firm FilmLance.

(b. 1977)
Tobias Lindholm has burst onto the scene of Danish
cinema since his first feature film, R (2010), which
he wrote and directed with Michael Noer. R was
screened on several international film festivals and
received no less than 8 Robert Awards – including
Best Danish Film, Best Director and Best Screenplay.
R was nominated for three Bodil Awards, taking
home Best Male Lead and Best Danish Film. Also,
Tobias Lindholm was given an honorary Bodil Award
for his work in Danish screenwriting. In 2010,
Tobias Lindholm wrote the script for Submarino
and in 2011 he presented A Hijacking which he both
directed and wrote. A Hijacking received no less than
12 Robert Awards this year, among which were Best
Danish Film, Best Director and Best Screenplay. A
Hijacking has also been nominated for three Bodil
Awards. Most recently, Tobias Lindholm has enjoyed
tremendous success as a writer with Thomas Vinterberg’s Cannes winner The Hunt.
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credits
Cast

Crew

Technical Details

Helen – Sofie Gråbøl
Lisbeth – Signe Egholm Olsen
The Boy – Frederik Johansen
Knud – Søren Malling
Grandfather – Börje Ahlstedt
The Boy, aged 8 – Pelle Falk Krusbæk
Chief Psychiatrist – Jens Jørn Spottag
Eriksen – Henrik Birch
Margrethe –Susan Annabella Olsen
The Boy’s Mother –Lia Boysen

Director – Søren Kragh-Jacobsen
Writers – Jonas T. Bengtsson,
Tobias Lindholm, Søren Kragh-Jacobsen
Casting – Anja Philip, Jette Termann
Cinematography – Lasse Frank, DFF
Production design – Jette Lehmann
Editor – Peter Brandt
Sound design – Claus Lynge,
Hans Christian Kock
Costume design – Margrethe Rasmussen
Make-up – Birgitte Samson
Composer – Tobias Hylander,
Flemming Nordkrog
Line producer – Kristina Kornum
Co-Producer – Anna Croneman
Executive producers – Bo Ehrhardt,
Birgitte Hald
Producer – Lars Bredo Rahbek

title – I Lossens Time
International title – The Hour Of The Lynx
original version – Danish
location – Denmark/Sweden
shooting period – Fall 2012
print – 5 reels 2830 meters
running time – 92 min. 45 sec in 24 frps sec
sound – SRD
format – scope
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Based on the play I lodjurets timma
by Per Olov Enquist
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